Atlanta Humane Society
TO THE RESCUE!

Your Logo Here

Help Sponsor the H.E.A.R.T.
Humane Emergency Animal Rescue Team
Heart to Heart
Atlanta Humane Society’s H.E.A.R.T. to the Rescue

By Carl Leveridge, President

When the need is presented, Atlanta Humane Society will be there to the rescue – especially when it means saving the lives of animals. As the lyrics to an old song once said, we’ve “gotta have H.E.A.R.T.”!

Hurricanes, fires, floods, puppy mill rescues and transporting of animals all demand an immediate emergency response. Most of the time, there is little warning and these unique situations require special preparedness, training and skills. This ever increasing need is what prompted our proactive decision to purchase an emergency transport vehicle, which we have appropriately named ‘H.E.A.R.T.’ – Humane Emergency Animal Rescue Team.

We could never plan for or anticipate every situation requiring an emergency response, but with this new vehicle, we can give it our best effort. The H.E.A.R.T. is a 40-foot fifth wheel trailer hauled by a Dualley pickup truck. It can accommodate both people and animals. It is equipped with a generator and both a kitchen and bathroom, thus providing the necessary housing for our employees when they are located in disaster situations. Inside, crates can be interchanged depending on the disaster situation and the types and sizes of animals to be transported.

Atlanta Humane Society will be ready to respond with a well-equipped, state-of-the-art response vehicle. This addition will allow AHS to give even greater support to our community, our state, and all animals needing assistance wherever and whenever they need it.

An endeavor like this never comes about easily or without hard work. But with so great a need, our forward thinking Board of Directors made the decision to purchase the H.E.A.R.T. to be ready to respond.

The decision to acquire an emergency vehicle during these challenging economic times was made after taking many circumstances under consideration. Spending money to save the lives of animals needing emergency care does force us to ask for your help.

Atlanta Humane Society cannot successfully do what is needed without the generous donations of benefactors who believe in the worthwhile cause of saving the lives of animals. As we have demonstrated over the years of caring for animals, AHS will put every penny given to the desired goal of responding to emergency needs and finding every adoptable animal a home.

Please come and visit us so we can demonstrate what is being done at Atlanta Humane Society for animal welfare, emergency care of animals and why we think you would welcome the opportunity to support the animals. We will make you proud that Atlanta Humane Society will be there to the RESCUE.

You will have the opportunity to participate in each rescue mission with AHS and the H.E.A.R.T. Your $500 donation will allow your name or your pet’s name to be placed prominently on the H.E.A.R.T. for the entire life of the emergency rescue unit.

Please help us and show that you support the proper care and treatment of our loving four-pawed companions.

Can you find it in your heart to help send our H.E.A.R.T. where it is needed?

Thanks for your support and generosity.

Carl Leveridge
President
Atlanta Humane Society and SPCA of GA, Inc.
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AGATHA’S  “A Taste of Mystery” is once again graciously hosting an evening of comedy, murder and mystery (featuring audience participation) to benefit the AHS. The admission price of $50 per person includes a four-course dinner with wine, and a very funny, original show.

MONDAY, AUGUST 17, 2009
AT 7:30PM.

Seating is limited! Only 140 reservations can be accommodated. This event is always a sellout, so don’t miss it!

For additional information, call AHS Development, 404.974.2876, or go to www.atlantahumane.org

AGATHA’S is located at 161 Peachtree Center Ave.

www.AGATHAS.com
No Ball At All™

Thanks to all our donors who graciously supported our 2009 No Ball At All! Your generous donations allowed us to raise over $245,000 to provide medical aid and TLC to our homeless pets.

A special thanks to Knox Jewelers for donating the custom-designed gold and silver pin we gave away, Johnny Cain Photography, Atlanta Flower Market for donating the centerpiece, our fabulous volunteers, and of course, Courtney and Charlie Loudermilk for hosting our party in their gorgeous home!

Thanks so much for helping us care for the sweet “Society” pets waiting for a new forever home!

Get Ready for Football Season with AHS Marketplace

Your dog will surely take the lead at the next tailgating party as he proudly displays the colors of your favorite college or pro team. Each mesh football jersey can be imprinted on the back with your dog’s name directly above the team player’s number and team name. Plus, if you have a favorite number you would like featured, give us that as well. Go online to the AHS Marketplace and get your dog outfitted with your favorite team’s jersey. Visit our site at http://atlhumane.petfulfillment.com
This year’s Pet Parade participants welcomed a sunny morning on Saturday, May 2. Candler Park was packed with animal lovers and their pets and everyone enjoyed a variety of activities including dog demos, a micro-chipping clinic, doggie musical chairs and bobbing for burgers.

Our emcee, Denzil of Dave FM, kept the crowd entertained, while Dagmar Midcap spontaneously hosted a variety of contests including the always popular “PetOwner Look-A-Like” and “Best Trick” competitions.

This year, the Seed and Feed Marching Abominable band led a parade of AHS supporters on an extended walk route through the streets and welcoming business district of Candler Park. It was a glorious morning with thousands of paws hitting the pavement to help end pet homelessness forever!

A huge thanks to our top fundraisers.

TOP ADULTS
Colleen Cruz
Brenda Hingst
Rachel Quirke

TOP YOUTH TEAM
Jenna & John Sadlowski

TOP YOUTH
Lauren Evans

TOP TEAM FOR THE SIXTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR
InterContinental Hotels Group

A special thanks to our Grand Marshal Dogs - Henry & Louie, along with owners Owen Halpern and Larry Pritchard
And to Sadie, InterContinental Hotels Group “Humane Society Idol” contest winner and owner, Sandy Williams
Thank you to our photographers, Kim Link and John Ellison.

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS!

VCA Animal Hospitals
Merial
IHG InterContinental Hotels Group
The Walking Company
92.9 Atlanta Dave FM
THE BROOKWOOD
PetPoint
Costco
THE SUNDAY PAPER
SP
Kroger
The Recycling Bros & His Dog
The Recycling Bros & His Dog
Cloud 9
Jabula
Indigo
BLACK & TAN
Dale Carnegie Training
PIT STOP}

WWW.ATLANTAHUMANE.ORG

SUMMER/FALL 2009
H.E.A.R.T. Rescue Vehicle
Sponsorship Opportunities

Over the past year, AHS has been asked to participate in various rescue operations, from Hurricanes Gustav and Ike to puppy mill raids in Tennessee and Georgia. We know these requests for help will continue and we want to provide help as often as we can. Therefore, we are asking for the public’s support as we raise funds to complete the purchase of our state-of-the-art rescue vehicle.

Please join us for an Open House to tour the H.E.A.R.T., Thursday, July 23rd from 6PM – 8PM, sponsored by The Private Bank.

To RSVP or for more information about the Open House or sponsorship opportunities, please call 404.974.2877 or email cathys@atlantahumane.org.

Light refreshments will be served.

H.E.A.R.T. Rescue Vehicle Sponsor  $50,000
- Name and logo prominently displayed on one side (2 sides available) or back or front of Atlanta Humane Society’s H.E.A.R.T. (Humane Emergency Animal Rescue Team), a state-of-the-art mobile rescue unit
- Inclusion in AHS newsletter “the heart” (30,000 distribution/3X per year)
- Visibility on AHS website (38,000 hits per month)
- Inclusion in AHS e-newsletter (14,000 distribution)
- Inclusion in all H.E.A.R.T.-related press releases sent to local media outlets
- Company presence at Pet Parade 2010
- Company presence at 2010 Leader of the Pack (TBD)
- Named kennel in H.E.A.R.T. vehicle
- Listing in all Atlanta Humane Society promotional materials
- Eight tickets to our No Ball at All Patron Party, April 16, 2010
- Logo on each month of AHS 2010 All Pets Allowed Calendar

H.E.A.R.T. Truck Side Sponsor  $20,000
- Name or logo on side of the Atlanta Humane Society’s H.E.A.R.T. Truck, a part of the state-of-the-art mobile rescue unit (2 sides available)
- Inclusion in AHS newsletter “the heart” (30,000 distribution/3X per year)
- Visibility on AHS website (38,000 hits per month)
- Inclusion in AHS e-newsletter (14,000 distribution)
- Inclusion in all H.E.A.R.T.-related press releases sent to local media outlets
- Six tickets to our No Ball at All Patron Party, April 16, 2010

H.E.A.R.T. Truck Hood Sponsor  $10,000
- Name or logo on hood of the Atlanta Humane Society’s H.E.A.R.T. Truck, a part of the state-of-the-art mobile rescue unit
- Inclusion in AHS newsletter “the heart” (30,000 distribution/3X per year)
- Visibility on AHS website (38,000 hits per month)
- Four tickets to our No Ball at All Patron Party, April 16, 2010

H.E.A.R.T. Truck Tailgate Sponsor  $5,000
- Name and logo on rear tailgate of the Atlanta Humane Society’s H.E.A.R.T. Truck, a part of the state-of-the-art mobile rescue unit
- Inclusion in AHS newsletter “the heart” (30,000 distribution/3X per year)
- Visibility on AHS website (38,000 hits per month)
- Inclusion in AHS e-newsletter (14,000 distribution)
- Two tickets to our No Ball at All Patron Party, April 16, 2010

H.E.A.R.T. Kennel Sponsor  $1,000
- Name permanently on plaque in kennel area of the Atlanta Humane Society’s H.E.A.R.T., a state-of-the-art mobile rescue unit
- Inclusion in AHS newsletter “the heart” (30,000 distribution/3X per year)
- Visibility on AHS website (38,000 hits per month)

H.E.A.R.T. Friend Sponsor  $500
- Name decal on side panel of the Atlanta Humane Society’s H.E.A.R.T., a state-of-the-art mobile rescue unit (letters are 3” tall and proportionately sized for length of name)
- Inclusion in AHS newsletter “the heart” (30,000 distribution/3X per year)
- Visibility on AHS website (38,000 hits per month)

Create Your Own Sponsorship
- Price and benefits to be determined and agreed upon by donor and AHS staff
Ask The Browns

Dear Browns,

I have a problem. I love my neighborhood, but I don’t love all the people (or dogs) in it. Some let their dogs run loose, and these are not friendly dogs. They approach people while they are enjoying a stroll, or walking their own leashed dogs, and are scary. One neighbor’s small dog was attacked by one of these out-of-control dogs, and, the owners of the loose dog couldn’t care less! We have all tried talking with them (their dogs live outside and definitely are not part of the family), but it is no use. They think it is their “right” to allow their dogs to roam. I am scared to take my Bella (who is 65 pounds and no slouch herself, but is not willing to get beaten up) for walks! Help!

Marcy L., Grant Park

Gherkin: I am so sorry this is happening to you, and to other responsible dog owners everywhere. It really chaps my Chihuahua, to say the least. (I guess that didn’t come out right, but you get my drift.) It’s rude, it’s dangerous, and it’s plain un-neighboringly.

Paco: As small dogs, we are particularly vulnerable to these scofflaws, so I know what you are going through. But, you have an agency that you are paying to help you—and you need to call them.

Gherkin: He’s right: it’s Animal Control in your county. I know, that’s probably not what you wanted to hear, but it’s what you have…and they can help!

See, many people have reservations about reporting loose dogs or inhume circumstances with pets to Animal Control. Though no one appreciates being harassed by dangerous or potentially aggressive animals, and no one likes to see suffering, when told to “call Animal Control,” many people blanch at the thought. They don’t want to get their neighbors in trouble.

But if you don’t call Animal Control, an agency that your tax dollars are funding to keep you and the animals in your community safe, then who will report the situation? Many people complain about roaming animals, and some are so worried that their own dog’s exercise needs suffer. Some wonder why doesn’t “Animal Control do something?” Well, how will they know there is a problem if you don’t report it?

Reporting abuse and loose dogs to Animal Control is a civic duty. Pets that belong to irresponsible people are a hazard and a nuisance, and the owners need to be taken to task for it. One call might not get action, but 2, 3, or more calls will. How is it fair for irresponsible people to “get off the hook” when their actions jeopardize YOUR safety, and the safety of your pets? Animal Control has the police power to write citations and bring charges when needed. They are a valuable resource to the responsible pet owner.

So if you have a run-in with a loose dog or an irresponsible owner, or you see abuse or neglect, report it. Do it more than once if you have to. Please. Sometimes, it is truly the kindest call you can make.

Paco: That was quite eloquent. Nicely done. Now, can we nap?

Friends For Life

Dear AHS,

Max appeared in our driveway late August 1992. After a week of looking for his owner, we took him to the Humane Society where he stayed a week before we went back and adopted him.

Max passed away August 16, 2006 at age 14 years and 4 months. He knew his Grandma and loved her visits. He would take the little toys she brought him and put them in his private place on the living room sofa. He was a beautiful little spirit – that will always be with us.

Thanks again,

Judi Morgan

Send us your Friend For Life photo and story. Mail to Atlanta Humane Society, Attn: HEART EDITOR, 981 Howell Mill Road NW, Atlanta, GA 30318.

We are looking for stories about animals adopted from the AHS shelter who have been constant companions for many, many years. Please include your name, address and phone number for verification.

Friends for Life is a trademark owned by the IAMS Company and is used under license by the Atlanta Humane Society.

www.atlantahumane.org
In Memoriam  Bequests and gifts remembering these cherished friends...
These memorial donations were received between January 1, 2009 and May 31, 2009. Gifts received after that date will be included in the next issue.

Bequests and gifts remembering these cherished friends...

Eula Clay Adams by Katherine and Aggie Whisker
Marjorie Anderson by Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Taylor
A. Arens by Paulette Brown
Brad Ashburn by Jonathan Karon
Ellen H. Ballard by Nancy and Jon Loew
Marcus Bartlett by Bob Watson
Bailey Jon Daniel Bartlewski by Rosemarie Mendillo
Joedy Genna Boughan by Steve Monday
Judge Griffin Bell by Patricia Stover Webb
Hoyt Bilbo by Ruby M. Crawford
Lois Boardman by Robert E. Boardman
Linda J. Bourquin by Neil and Irene Bourquin, Lyn Janer and Bobbi Lezczak
Garratt Bowling by Hope Harlow
Ricky Bowman by Patricia and David Ingram
Robert "Bob" Breckenridge by Hampson and Davenport
Veronica Brinkman by Helen B. Sibley, Woody and Lauren, Judith Layland
Kathryn Teresa Brown by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Presley
Lawrence Sidney "Sid" Brown by Paulette Brown
Liz Brown (Nana) by Natalie Levinson
Gordon Franklin Bussey by Ellie and John Mueller
Carolyn Buxton by Genie Bresnen
Bob Carlson by Flying Lizard Motorsports
James Carmichael by Cynthia North
Cary Christian by Jean E. Dawson
Sam Christman by The Katz Financial Group
Bill Cleveland by Jean W. Jordan
Kimberly Cleveland by Wayne K. Smith
Deed Binion Cochran by Bette and Peggy Sue Meeder
Doris L. Cole by Sheila Muddion
George Colefano by Janene Sullivan
Agnes "Peggy" Connolly by Linda C. Culver, First Presbyterian Church, First Presbyterian Church of Douglasville - Sanctuary Choir
Sidney A. Cook by Mr. and Mrs. David M. Black
Susan Bash Corley by Mary M. Young
Joseph D. Corpening, M.D. by Vicki Helms Butler
Lon E. Cox by Natalie Langford, Penny Hall
Ruth Crawford by Don and Sandra Davis
Ronald Crowder by Anna Redding, James Jordan, The Dean Hill Family, Phillip E. Dickinson, Michael D. Knee and Steven Entwistle, Ken Posey, Cindy and Alibi Cash, Mary Ng, Clar and Trudy Motinger, Janie Head, Margaret Mancharen
Duffy and Rita Deacon by Ann Strickland Hudson
Floyd Denison by Doris E. Shilton, Susan J. Wilson, Kathryn and Clay, Robert Hill
Elise D. Dennon by Teresa D. Hoyt
Stacey M. Donaldson by Sylvia Gardner

Brian Dunn by Laura Hasley Bowen
George Dzurisin by Barbara L. Copel
Carol Ehmer by Kimberly Hall
Meredith Emerson by Leigh-Anne Spokane
Virginia Bailey Faye by Curtis and Susan Dunkin, Bella and Samson
Finnegan by Lisa and Edward Kazd
Madeyly Fisher by Aileen and Oded Zysman
Lisa Floch by Marsha Kim
Henry C. Ford by Lou Cummings
Molly Respass Gardner by Elinor C. Eaves
Robert Lee Gaston by Jerry and Carrie Thomorry
Ann Sprayberry Gilbert by Susie Speer, Nancy and Bill, Charles and Debbie Hyatt, The Cuzchi Family, Cox Radio, Inc., Louise, Kim & Kristen, Margaret & Tom & Greg, Herb and Karen Emory, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Stalder
Don Goodman by Shei & Ken Wieschoff
Kimberly Green by Nadeen Green
Quincy Gregory by Stuart J. Alston
Mamie P. Hall by Mamie, David & Jim
Kathy Hawerty by Maxine & Hank, Nancy Ghetler
Patricia Olivier Becker Hawkins by Janet and Dan Pierce
Francis A. Headley by Michael Morrow & Carole Heaton, Barbara A. King, Chris Moccia, The Nason Family
Don Elliot Heald by Bob Watson
David Heath by Mr. Louis W. Truman, Jan Heath, Clarence and Charlie
Holly Heimermann by Jason, Rosemary, and Alanna Jones
Carol Hendon by Dianne Shapak
Blaker Herod by Jean E. Dawson
Al Hinton by Linda Roberts
Nancy Newton Hedges by Bill and Sue Clay, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Allen, Meg McKinley, Dot and Betty and Critter Sitters, Doreen Dailey, Carl Williams, Betty L. Williams, Pat Rustin, Mr. and Mrs. M. C. LaGrone
Jan Hollbrook by Sandy Philip
Debbby Holcombe by Michelle Askew, State Farm Insurance, State Farm Facilities Team - Atlanta
Ashli Holley by Fred and Cheryl
Nancy Honen by Barbara Mason
Mervyn Houston by Byron Henning
William H. "Bill" Just by Shirley A. Sinard, Anne and Bruce Spengler, Joan L. Eisenstadt, Linda L. Mitchell, Dale and Nora King, Mary Sargent
Ray Ketchum by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stowell, Non B. Harper, Warren W. Wills
David O. King by Thomas and Ann Daniels, Joanna C. Dayton, Salco, Inc., Mae Tekkipe Franklin, Ulrich and Gisela Brinkmann, Dusty Priscock and Family (Carol's friend), Ginny Perilis (Carol's friend), Amanda Godaddy, Jewel Winkler
Ronnie King by Cheryl Hagedorn
Dr. David Knott by The Katz Financial Group

Lynn Koblick by Harbins Elementary School
Amanda Krabner by Lois & Bill Wender
Delena Katherine Kudro by Norman Smith and Judy Faris, Denny's Corporation
Marjorie Lansdell by Kim Barnett
Evelyn L. LeSueur by Fenwick & West LLP
Charles Montgomery Lokey, Sr. by Martha R. Lokey, Charles M. Lokey, Jr.
Michael Malone by Katherine, David, and Don Waters
James Marshall by Suzanne Girdner
Naomi Mason by Bonnie Steinfeld
Mattie by Jean W. Jordan
Kenneth May by The Wilhite's, Phyllis Tulley
Bobby McCurry by Bo and Judith Price
John Paul McMahon, Jr. by Bill and Virginia - U.S. Electric
Richard Meeder by Joy and John
Louise Mess by Mr. and Mrs. Jan B. Cutini
Dusty Miller by John Quinlin, CEO, Emory Johns Creek Hospital
Mattie Lou Morgan by Pam Cope
Richard N. Morgan by Metro Atlanta COSA, Nealz Lundgren, Laura Dunn, a former coworker at TRC, The Melton Family
Barbara Mortimer by Karen Weeske, Anna Schacher
Irving Nagle by Lisa Katz
Ernie Nash by Sharon S. Millwood
Nettie by Bruce and Jon
Margaret "Peggy" Nevins by The Ryan, Donna, Charlie, Sean and Stephen
Tony Nicholas by Zeus
William Nichols by JoAnn Brown
Dorothy Nicholson by Adam Danzer: 11th Grade Team Leader, Katherine J. Mosley
Herbert Ninemire by Carol J. Ninemire
Frances Norman by The Slomac Family, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W. San Martin
Jesse Norris by Jim and Pam Aichunthe
Maxine G. Oare by Melanie H. Kirkland
Shannon A. Oleson by Sheila A. Oleson
Doris Owen by David and Marcelle Mahan
Adam Pearce by Matt Parrott, Christine Kirk, Casey Smith Schausman, Randy and Kelly Groenhoef, Joel & Jessica Izlar, Lucie and Eddie Steffes, Bill and Grace McAlie
Pamela Winneber Rottem Pello by Cousins Properties Inc.
Judy Peters by Linda Krawon, Sandra G. Thompson
Teresa Peterson by Jeff Ratajczak
John L. Peurifoy by Roger F. Hersley
Rite Phillips by Janie S. Pope
Linda Pizdek by Beth (Marshall) Vance
David D. Powell by David Brown, Fred and Karen Sutton
John Wesley Prince, Sr. by Mrs. John W. Prince
Rossalind A. Prince by Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Prince
Razieh by Jean W. Jordan
Gifts remembering these beloved pets...

Abbey Chase by Debbie and Steve Gill
Abbie by Mom
Abby by Marilyn
Abby Fisher by Leonie C. Meaux, Kristen Moody
Abigail Adams Valverde by Courtney H.
Abner by D. M. Bearse and Clinton Patterson
Aggie by Ashley and Joel
Alex & Casey by Brigitte and Brian Zeringue
Alexis by Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Nichols
Alice Marks by
Manuela and Barbara Marks, Kathy Hettinger
Amos by Sean Foley
Angel by Molly Janier
Angel by Larry & Janet
Annabelle by Barbara A. Brown
Annie by Dr. Jeanne W. Creech
Annie by Ruby I. Vann
Anne by Wayne and Donna Shortridge
Anne Wiebeck by Bobby and Cheryl
Ariel by Eric, Laura, Maddy and Sophia
Ariel Dotson by Ed and Cheryl Abrams
Audrey by Dianna "Dee" Bert
Austin by Alex and Susan Yeilding
Author by The Newkirk Family
Baby by Jeanne, Michael and Fargo Riggall
Baby by Fay H. Floyd
Baby by Kathy and Randy Haner
Bagheera by Mr. J. Scott Williams
Bailey by Sharon T. Silva
Bailey Cooper by Jeff
Bambo by Matt and Sheri Broom
Bandit by Susan E. Tucker
Barney Sojern by O'Brien Diemer and his Mother
Bart Yerlow by Warren and Carol Fogel
Bear by Emily and Bengt Stromquist
Bear by Your friend Abbie
Beau by Margaret L. Howell
Bebe by Yvonne and Mary
Becky by Nette
Bella by Anna Schachner
Ben by Your friends at the Barking Lot
Benji by Connie H. Baker
Benji by Minam Carroll
Benji Wilensky by Bill and Lynn Sapp
Betty Boo by Matilda Dobbs
Bingo by Hill and Ginger Jeffrey
Bingo Kirkland by Boyd Coons, Fred H. Beerman
Bitty Todd by Laura J. Todd
Blackie by Cat Clinic of Cobb
Bob by The Ripple IT Family

Bob the Cat by Ned and Nadeen
Bob Tidwell by Kathy Hettinger
Bob Vesperman by John and Margaret Watkins
Brandi by Connie Statham
Brandy Wilson by Yazz and Lenny Pastor
Brooks Warshaw by The Pankeys
Bubba by Walter F. Gordon
Bubba by Mary & Don Slawinski
Buc by Neal and Linda Manners
Buck Payne by Bill and Trish Anderson, Amy, Jeremy, Matt, Shatasha and Tricia
Buddy Murphy by Sue C. Murphy
Buddy by Rosanne and Andy, Linda, Elze and Even
Buddy Abood by Mr. and Mrs. John Abbott
Buddy Gilbert by Charlotte and Joe Marcus, Merle and Myron
Bullet by Anita
Bunny by Will and Diane
Burt by Brian and Jill Shoun
Buster by Gerri Sharp
Buster by
- Courtney, Jamie & Eleanor, The Krause Family
- Buster Boberg by Jenny, Scott & Sophie
- Button Smith by Jenni Richardson
- Bwana by Betty Hollister
- Cai by Audrey
- Cali by Carla and Ralph Lovell
- Caligula by Nancy Jaecks
- Callie by Harriette W. Bell
- Callie by Kim Smith
- Callie by Sharon T. Silva
- Candy by The Thiel Family
- Caron by Lynn and Paul Powers
- Casey by Judy
- Chance by Matilda Dobbs
- Chance by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest O. Chapman
- Chance Maxwell by Claire Staples
- Chauncey by Larry & Janet
- Checkers Wickman by Linda Gilbert
- Chelsea by The Gilbertsons
- Chelsea Wilkins by
  - Kevin, Delacey, Linus, Eli and Julius
- Chessie O’Neal by Mr. and Mrs. Kelley O’Neal
- Chissy by Cat Clinic of Cobb
- Chester by Diane Womack
- Chester Gilbert by Linda Gilbert
- Chester, Gracie, and Rufus Hills by
  - Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Hills
- Chester Honey Hilton-Green by Courtney H.
- Chewy by Ruby L. Reid
- Chili by Mark and Anne Mansfield
- Chipper by Leo & Catherine Gentile
Chloe O’Neal by
Ron, Judy, Susie and Phoebe Neese
Clancy by Judy
Clara by Grace W. Rich
Claudia by Neal and Linda Manners
Clayton by Margie O’Reilly
Clinton Baynes by Steve and Kellie
Clover by Jenny and Sophie
Cool by Molly Simmons
Coco Bryant by Rebecca and Jake
Coco Fudge King by Laura and Greg Soshnik
Coco Wolf by Anita Bronstein
Cocoa Kaffman by Cocoa’s Dad
Cody by
Carolyn C. Wasser, Elinor and “Angel” Breman
Cody Smallwood Spitzer by
Ryan, Dutchie, Kate, and Lola Cowser
Colonel by Neal and Linda Manners
Cooper by Spooky, Misty and Ginger
CQuito by Erwin and Dania
Corti by
Dana, Stephanie, Holly, Meredith and Cynthia
Cosmo by Emily Wells
Cosmo by The Mansbachs
Crew by Richard H. Siegel
Crew Schultman by
Judy and Dick Grosswald, Judy & Dan Wolfe
Crystal by Jeanne Witt
Cuervo Sisco by Michelle Sisco
Daisy by Jan & Wally
Daisy by Caroline Klopknost
Dallas Bell by Julie and Roy Melton
Deion Kphet by
Ellie and John, Frances Ann and Bob King
Delta by Pat Aronoff
Dillon by Claire Correnty
Dixie Mills by
Leslie, Max, Bandit, Muffin and Smokey
Doc by Martha Basinger and Marc Jarvis
Doctor Wilson by Pam Byrum
Domino Wagner by Bella, Anya, Hayne, and Nancy
Dooley by Nicole Shealy
Dorothy by Aunt Amy and Uncle Clark
Dob by Fay and Richard Gross
Duris by Kelli and Tommy
Dustie by Lou Cumming
Dusty by Melissa Koblick
Dutch by Tugwell
E.T. by Bill and Mary Riddle
Earnie by Carol
Ecco by
Shari and Eva Steinberg, Kimberly and Lewis Amos
Edward Eanes by Maria E. McLaughlin
Elizabeth McCall by Nancy M. Morris
Ellie Withrow by Pat and Jack Harris
Elliot by Mitchell A. Adams
Elliot a/k/a Burger by Jeff and Will
Elmer by Kately
Emma Roe by Laurence A. Coe
Emmi Gray by Allison Gray
Emmy by Teri Kemper
Fannie Cathcart by Andy and Malinda Blackshaw
Ferger Burger by Lynne and Jim Jackson & Duchess von Burton and Rudy Boy
Ferrol by CDC OPHEL
Fred by Joy D. Smith
Fritzi by Alice M. Schurt
Frosty by Matt
Gabby by Bill and Mary Riddle
Gator by Cathy
Georgia Kirk by Pamela Kirk
George by Aimee Black
George by Barbara and Jason
George by Steve Scarborough
Georgia Donahue by Tricia
Gertie Eller by Virginia G. Jones
Ginger by Elizabeth Garrett
Ginger by Jane, Bill and the boys, John and Joseph
Ginger by Nancy and Bill Buchanan
Ginger Shivers by Christin Yost
Gonzal by Harriet, Parks and Robson
Grace Cotton-Brown by Jim and Francis
Gracie Thompson by Barb and Ray
Graysen by Cat Clinic of Cobb
Grey Campbell-Wilson by Nicole and Kurt
Gus by Daphne and Linda
Hall by Bonnie and Bob Helget
Hall by Wayne and Steve
Hannah by Shari C. Steinberg
Hardee by Edward L. Martin
Harley and Davey Handlin by Susan E. Callaway
Heather by Mother, Tish, Hub, Carrie, Gus, Georgia, Mark and Myla
Heidi & Brutus Volckening by
Mr. and Mrs. John Volckening
Hershel by Pat Aronoff
Hershel by John and Rene
Hi by Tom Choquet
Higgins by Poohkitty, Matilda, and Violet Johnson
Honey Bella Rose Glenn by
Helen, Maudie and Emy Lou
Honey Valentine by Jimmy R. Mills
Hudson Crumpler by Claire and Weezie
Humphrey by Mike, Annie, Mikey, Emma and Coco
Iggy Hensley by Roger F. Hensley

“Iso’”dora by Bill Yourie
Izzy by Erin Frederickson and Lori Woroschuk
J C by The Evans Family
Jackie Tedder by Deide, Rob, Pat, Rory and Ted
Jacky by Marsha Kerestes
Jake by Beverly Schapiro
Jake by Niogol and Brian
Jake by Steve, Marybeth, Michelle, and Dan
Jasmine by The Katz Financial Group
Jasmine De Fayette by Robert and Sandi
Jasper Abraham Kramer by Warren and Carol Fogel
Java Pugh by Diane Muscorello
Java Saxe by The Swanson Family
Jazz Foster by Tricia
Jerry Garcia (Jerome) Hamilton by
Mike and Donna Stevens
Josephine "Josie" Miller by
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. Miller
Josie by Elena Page
KC Hammer by Ann & Michael
K.C. - Kitty Cat Kelso by Robert W. Kelso
Kaiser by Bonnie and Bob Helget, Susan Tucker
Kali by Adele Shepherd
Kailie by Susan E. Tucker
Kate & Woody Botorff by Celeste Botorff
Katie by Carey and Doug Benham
Kay Kay by Pat Chesney
Keats by Matt and Sheri Broom
Kelsey by Vivi and Grandpop
Kenya by
Donna, Ralph and Will Gersler, Lesli Greenberg
Kirby Nottingham by Angela Nottingham
Kramer by Karen, John and Noble
Lacey by Suzanne Bowcock and Ed Stacey
Lacey Carroll by The Stewart Family
Lady by Mr. and Mrs. Grady W. Howard
Lady by Jeff and Shikha
Lady Lanier by Daddy S and Daddy K
Lala by Penny and George Hart
Layla by Betty Hollister
Leo by The Balas Family
Lillie Sinheimer by
Lynda and Joel Schoffer, Elinor Breman
Lilly by Sophie Lanier
Lilly Fry by Lilly, Gracie and Winston
Lilly Smithgall by Tom Soderberg
Liza Felker by Susannah and Jeff
Lizzie by Judy
Lucy by Emily
Lucy by Jane Frink
Lucy by Sherwood and Dubac
Lucy by Deborah and Alexis
Lucy by Shawn and Mike Hitchcock
Lucy by Erik and Carrie Weinberg
Lucy by Fred, Robin and Jordan
Lucy Duffy by Jenny & Stephen DeFayette
Lucy Feeney by Bill and Diane Lang
Lucy Fox by Julie, Brian, and Rebecca
Luke by Rick and Nancy Wamsley
Mac Bennett by June Phelps
Mac Prince by Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Prince
Model by The Marabouts
Madison by Eddie and Lisa
Maggie by Aunt Lynn
Maggie by Ruth and Nathan
Maidel by Shari C. Steinberg
Moo by Jennie Baker
Mormee by Susan and John Hogshead, Virginia McPhearson, William A. Pruet
Mottie and Nicky Macdonald by Dr. Joan M. Macdonald
Mottie Bock by Warren and Carol Fogel
Max by Deana Trott
Max and Greta by Barbara Rhinehart
Max Adams by "Ann and Michael, "Sophie" and "Pete"
Max Lord by Sarah Lauderdale
Max Soderberg by Tom Soderberg
Maxie by Carol
Maxwell Boy by Your Loving Mama
Meadow by Marshall Kincheloe
Meg by Doug & Kathleen
Mercer Clark by Jen, Jamie, and Henry, Robyn and Stuart
Millie by Dovie & Ir
Milo by Jon Hayano and Jeanine Cordak
Milton by Mark Collino
Minx by Jane
Mishka by Your mom/Your buddy
Miss Boo Levin by Warren and Carol Fogel
Miss Em by Cat Clinic of Cobb
Miss Priss by Joanie, Sassy and Trevor Cravey
Missy by Frances Barsky
Missy by Charles W. Ballance
Mister Goodwin by Patricia Goodwin
Mojo by Pam, John, and Tyler Levine
Molly by Bill and Mary Riddle
Molly by Deborah and Terry
Molly by Amy S. Johnston
Molly by Jim and Pam Auchmuty
Molly Akers by Nancy and Tom Conner
Mollie Girl Lee by The Davidson
Molly Matthews by Ruth Matthews
Molly Peterson by Kim and Millie
Molly Willis by Patricia A. Marshall
Monkey by Pat Aronoff
Monty by Stella
Morticia by Mom and Dad
Mr. Lucky Kelso & Kitty Cat Kelso by Robert W. Kelso
Mr. Muggins by Eugene Olczewski
Mr. Vini by Beth Collier
Murphy by Erin Frederickson and Lori Worschuch
Murphy Guillette by Susan
Murray by Mike and Marty Samborn
Musky and Nicky by Tammy Zilahi
Nate by Cy and Mary Janet Harden
Neumann by The Travis Family
Nicki Juravel by Tricia and Michael
Nikita by Karen Higginbotham
Norman Harlow by Alexis, Ethan and Oates
Nuggets by St. Ann's Preschool Staff
Obie by Seth and Cathy Trugman
Oddo by Robb, Sylvie and Byton
Oliver Moskowitz by Maria Mike Jason Pamela and Ryan
Ollie Abrams by The Strovinskas Family, Jeff, Rhonda & Haley
O'Malley by Stephanie S., Stephanie C., Sheryl, Erica, Sharon & Jennifer
O'Neil by Trina, Greg and Shannon
Op by Paul E. Grube
Oreo Weir by Suzanne and Steve Protz
Othello Vaccaro by Lenore and Chris, Claire and Edward
Otis by Liz and Jesse
Otis Fred Dyer by Claus and Debbie
Otto by William Jackson and Davis Burrell
P.B. and Butter by Karlin Genetelli
Panther by Cat Clinic of Cobb
Paris Ensor by Rebekah
Paris Haynes by Laura, Rocky, and Rudy
Parker by Julie K. Chesin
Patch by Ginger, Hill and Happy Jeffries
Patches by Maria K. Schifffens
Patience by Fern A. Segerlind
Patsey by Ms. Kay Coffman and Mr. Wayne Carey
Patty by The Creviston Family
Patty Gronauer by Pam Hill & Family
Peanut Guardian-Gruber by Max and Tom
Pepper by Nancy R. Friedberg
Pepper by The Mah Jong Group - Mickey, Nancy, Norma and Susan
Pepper Williams by Marcia and Chris Evans
Perdita "Dee Dee" Olson by The Back Family
Phoebe by Lori, Barry, Brian, Michael & Stephanie
Pool by Your Friends at the Barking Lot
Prior by Suzanne and Christina
Puggy by Joan, Randy, Katie, Millie, and Callie
Pumpkin by Susan B. Pollard
Quincy by Lisa and Bernie
Rab by Vinnie Dowling
Raisin by Mike and Barbara Wolfson
Raleigh by Allison Danhof
Rambo by Sandra L. Manley
Ren Thielemann by Slingshot Studio
Rigby by Peggy Mulkey
Rika by MILO
Riley by Greg & Karen Mack
Robin by John and Rene
Rocco by Sandra Kutz
Rosie by Jennifer, Becca, Mark & Michael
Rosie and Sparky by Kay and Marilyn
Rosie Spencer by Lynda Luckie & Debbie Gunn
Ruffian and Cinders by Mr. and Mrs. W. James Montgomery
Rusty Allen by Al Shutze
Rusty Morgan by Betty and Rob and all the Kings
Sadie by The Harrells
Sadie by Boyce and Renee
Sadie by Angie Hood
Sadie by Sue Noblin & David Griffith
Sally Newkirk by Maude and Emmy Lou Hull
Sam by Audrey Weber
Sam Kerpel by Jennie Richardson
Samantha Wilson by JoAnn Stevens
Sammy the Cat by Deborah Harrell
Sampson Mendello by Janice M. Ryan
Sandy by Darlene Barnes
Sandy and Lacey by Curtis and Jean Likes
Sarah by James N. Futino
Sarah by Cat Clinic of Cobb
Sarge Teagarden Burns by The Walters Family
Sasha by Nancy Schultz
Sassy Strickland by Johnnie and Steve Zarzeza
Savannah by Heather and Bert Cooper
Savannah by Aunt Daki
Scarlet by Ms. Maricel and Ms. Miller
Scooby by Carol Hall, Gary Silvenik and Hillary Gallagher
Scooters by Maryann F. Wingfield
Scout by Louis N. Huff
Scout Hayes by Amber, Carter and Sadie B.
Sebastian by Susan E. Tucker
Seeker by Dona and Bill Humphreys
Shadow Griffin by Sharon A. Jackson
Shamus by Colin E. and Jessica M. Blalock
Shiloh by Joe and Debbie
Skeet Blake by Andy, Irene, Emerson and Rain

WWW.ATLANTAHUMANE.ORG
A Special Way to Remember

If you would like to make a donation in memory of a deceased person or pet:

- Send your gift to A.H.S. 981 Howell Mill Road NW Atlanta, GA 30318.
  A notation of “MEMORIAL” on the outside of the envelope will help speed the acknowledgment of your gift.

- Enclose a note with your check including the name of the deceased, whether the deceased is a person or a pet, the name and address of the family to be notified of your gift, and your name, address and phone number.

- The family will receive a card of acknowledgement, recognizing your gift to the AHS in the name of the deceased (the amount of your gift remains confidential). You will also be sent a note of thanks for your gift.

- Phone inquiries should be directed to 404.974.2876.

THANK YOU for remembering your friends and family in such a wonderful, helpful way!

The Atlanta Humane Society’s annual fundraising ride, Leader of the Pack, has been cancelled for September 2009. We encourage our dedicated riders to stay geared up for exciting fundraising initiatives to come. Please continue to check our website for updated information! Thank you for your support!
Ruby Crawford, Long Time AHS Supporter

Ruby Crawford, a Board member of the Atlanta Humane Society for thirty-five years, passed away June 6, 2009. She was born in Temple, Georgia, but had made Atlanta her home for the last 65 years. With her twin Ruth, she spent more than 33 years at First National Bank of Atlanta (now Wachovia), where they were named outstanding bank women in the United States. They also went to law school and had successful careers as attorneys, and later, as real estate agents.

They became lawyers when it was not popular for women to be lawyers, having given up on being doctors, which was their real desire in life. As fifty-eight (58) year members of the Georgia Bar Association, they helped with a documentary, “Seventy-five Year History of the Georgia Association for Women Lawyers.” They were known as the “Trailblazers” for women in law and in banking in Georgia. After taking early retirement from banking, Ruby began a real estate career with Northside Realty at West Paces Ferry Road. She won a Humanitarian of the Year award and was a member of the “Million Dollar Club.” Ruby also served as a Docent at the Jimmy Carter Library and was a member of the original “Peanut Brigade,” having campaigned for Jimmy Carter in many states. She worked for many years staffing conventions for the Atlanta Convention and Visitors Bureau and, also, the Visitor Information desks at Peachtree Center and Lenox Square. Ruby was active in many business, religious, professional, civic and political endeavors and was a member of various organizations for the betterment of the city of Atlanta and won many awards and accolades.

Ruby and Ruth appeared as guest panelists on “The Oprah Winfrey Show” in Chicago and stumped the panel on “What’s My Line?” in New York City and appeared on many radio and TV programs in New York City, Washington, D.C., New Orleans, San Diego, and Mexico, urging people to choose banking as a career.

Ruby was a charter member and past President of the Atlanta Chapter of the American Society of Women Accountants and won the National Trophy given by the American Women’s Society of Certified Public Accountants as the most outstanding chapter in the United States during her presidency. She was also past President of the Georgia Association of Women Lawyers, the Delta Sigma Gamma Legal Sorority, the Georgia Twin Association, the Quarter-Century Club of the First National Bank and the Wachovia Bank Retirement Club. Ruth and Ruby were often chosen as the most identical twins in their age category in the Georgia Twins Association, and also in the International Twins Association, which they attended for many years.

Ruby’s hobbies included dogs, gardening and growing lovely flowers, cooking and entertaining, ceramics, oil painting, music, theater, the arts, and sports, especially fishing and baseball. She and her twin had beautiful white twin poodles, named Kandi and Kisses, but she loved all dogs. The twins were famous as enthusiastic spectators at the annual Peachtree Road Race on the Fourth of July for many years with their white poodles, dressed in red, white and blue, cheering on all the thousands of participants.

They are featured in a chapter in the book “Southern Belle Primer, or Why Princess Margaret Will Never Make Kappa Kappa Gamma,” entitled, “The Moonlight and Magnolia Crawford Twins,” written by Maryln Schwartz, syndicated columnist for the Dallas Morning News. They were honored by their selection as “Most Gracious Ladies of Georgia” 30 years ago and honored annually by the Court of Gracious Ladies in Columbus, Georgia. They were presented with the Deen Day Smith “Tribute to Service Award” for their many contributions of service to others. Ruth and Ruby filmed a documentary on “Lost Atlanta - The Way We Were” for Georgia Public Television, appeared as extras in “The Last Surviving Confederate Widow Tells All” and had supporting roles in a movie filmed on Jekyll Island entitled “Jekyll - No Place to Hyde.”

Ruby and Ruth were inducted into the Atlanta Convention and visitors Bureau “Hospitality Hall of Fame,” the first women to be so honored, and their portraits are hanging permanently in the Georgia World Congress Center Hall of Fame. They also were honored by Channel 11 WXIA-TV, receiving the Atlanta Community Service Award. The Georgia Association for Women Lawyers honored Ruth and Ruby by naming their scholarship the “Ruth and Ruby Crawford Foundation Scholarship Award,” and after Ruth’s death, this year Ruby was honored by the Association with the highest and most prestigious award given by the Association, the Kathleen Kessler Award.

The late Mayor William B. Hartsfield, a dear friend, referred to the twins as the “twenty-four hour Crawford Twins,” who spent every moment helping others, and said the reason Rome was not built in a day was because they were not there. Noted for their great sense of humor, they lived by the Golden Rule, always putting others first instead of self. They loved people, especially the elderly, and believed you could never have too many friends, saying that a stranger was just a friend they had not yet met.

Ruby loved being a twin and felt that God had blessed her in a special way. In fact, she felt “sorry” for anyone who was not a twin. She dearly loved Atlanta, and told everyone who would listen, that “when you live in Atlanta, Heaven can wait.” The twins were givers and not takers, and they believed that it is more blessed to give than to receive. They believed that what you have in life is what you give. They were known for their generosity and kindness to people and for their loving spirits, their lives serving as an inspiration to others. They simply wanted to “make a difference” in the world and to make it a better place for others for their having lived.
Thank You... Thank You...

to the following groups and individuals for their donation of money, time and/or wish-list items to help the animals:

**CAROLINA FREYWELL** donated dog toys and raised $26 to help the puppy mill rescue animals of Cherokee County.

**JANE POWERS, RILEY PATTON and JULIA POWERS** raised $46.98 by selling muffins in their neighborhood.

**PARKER D.** raised over $250 by planning and hosting a Pet Show.

**LILI BISHOP**, for her 6th birthday, asked friends to bring dog and cat food instead of presents.

**SPENCER LEWIS ALLEN** collected $257 in lieu of gifts for his 9th birthday party.

**MIKA ABNEY**, in lieu of gifts for her 5th birthday, asked friends to bring animal supplies, toys and treats.

**MACKENZIE ATTRIDGE** raised $445.

**EXTREME STAFFING** held a donation drive, asking their clients to donate newspapers, towels, and blankets.

The **CHILDREN'S SCHOOL (CEEP), GIRL SCOUT TROOP 332, BROWNIE TROOP 29359; ROOTS-N-SHOOTS FROM W.T. JACKSON ELEMENTARY, GIRL SCOUT TROOP 3178, GIRL SCOUT TROOP 3817, BROWNIE TROOP 28305, PACE ACADEMY BROWNIES, CLAIREMONT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL**

**ELINOR BREMAN** and her Great-grandchildren raised money from the sale of their book.

**ANASTASIA BRITTANY and CAMILLE CLARK** raised $24.05 from a lemonade stand.

**VIRGINIA BROWN** and **JORIE MORAN** raised $23.05 from a lemonade stand with cookies on their street.

**KAYLEE JOHNSON** and her friend raised money by selling bug jars for the animals.

**ELLA KUEHNERT** earned $50 by hosting a camp for her little sister and friends, and donated the money for the cats and dogs of AHS.
Best Friends
by Elinor R. Breman

This is a great little book to give as a gift, read to an elementary school class, or read to children at bedtime.

To order your copy or copies of Best Friends, please send $10 per copy to the Atlanta Humane Society or send an e-mail to: queenhoney.bee@2660mail.com. Please include your name, address, phone number and Ms. Breman will contact you for payment.

Keep Your Pets Cool in “Hot-lanta”
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT HOT WEATHER

With the lazy days of summer upon us, the Atlanta Humane Society urges pet owners to be aware that their companion animals could be in dire danger as the temperature rises.

Heat and humidity is miserable for humans, but for pets, it can be deadly. Unlike humans, pets do not perspire to cool themselves. Instead, the movement of air into and out of the lungs rids their bodies of excess heat and moisture, allowing them to maintain their normal body temperature. When the temperature is so high that the cooling mechanisms no longer work effectively, the animal collapses from heatstroke, which is a life threatening emergency.

Many people love spending time with their pets and they like to take them everywhere they go, but this decision can be dangerous. The following tips can help ensure that your pet stays cool while you enjoy the summer:

- Never leave your animal alone in a vehicle. Even with the windows open, a parked vehicle can instantly become a furnace. In ten minutes, the temperature inside a car could reach 160 degrees. Additionally, parking in the shade offers little protection because the sun shifts during the day. The best thing you can do for your pet is to leave him or her at home even if you are making a quick trip to the store.

- Always provide plenty of shade for an animal staying outside the house. A properly constructed doghouse is the best shelter, along with plenty of cool, clean drinking water. When the temperature is above 80 degrees, the Atlanta Humane Society recommends you bring your pet inside to rest in a cool part of your house.

- Very young, sick, overweight and old animals should not be kept outdoors. These animals already have a delicate immune system and will not be able to withstand extreme temperatures. Also, keep in mind that Brach Cephalic dogs (snub-nosed breeds such as bulldogs, lhasa apsos and Shih tzus) and those with heart or lung diseases should be kept indoors in air conditioning as much as possible.

- Do not force your animal to exercise in hot, humid weather. The best time to take walks with your dog is in the cool early morning or late evening. Otherwise, during the hot afternoon, keep necessary bathroom walks short in distance.

- Walk on the sidewalk or grass. Paws easily burn on the street since they are not protected by shoes. Also, remember that your pet is much closer to the hot asphalt than you are, causing his body to heat up more rapidly.

- Always have plenty of cool, clean drinking water available for your pet. When traveling or exercising with your pet, carry a water bottle and take frequent water breaks.

- Sunscreen: Not for just humans anymore. Apply small amounts of sunscreen to any skin-exposed area on your pet if they will be in the sun for any amount of time. Pets with light fur are the most at-risk for sunburns.

- Heartworm, flea and tick prevention. Check your pet regularly for fleas and ticks as they are more common in the hot weather. In addition, be sure your pet is on heartworm prevention medication. Mosquitoes — also more prevalent in hot weather — are a transmitter of this deadly parasite.

---

Employee Spotlight
Off To Iraq

AHS Adoption Counselor Tarik Nickens knew this day would be coming. He’s been in the Army National Guard for several years, and has been on many training stints since his employment with AHS began in 2006, but now he’s being sent overseas for a year. Instead of helping new pet owners through the AHS adoption process and educating them about their new pet, he’ll be helping to keep the peace in the Middle East.

Of course, his job helping pups, kittens, and their people will be waiting for him when he returns, but we sure will miss him. We wish him the best of luck, safe passage, and a huge thank you for his service. We salute all our servicemen and women, and the huge sacrifices they make, and wish them and their families well.
Become A Corporate Sponsor

Throughout the year, the Society hosts several events to raise funds for the animals in our care. Each event contains the opportunity for visibility within the community, recognition on all event collateral pieces, and media exposure.

To discuss any opportunities that interest you, please contact SCHUYLER RIDEOUT at 404.974.2875 or schuyler@atlantahumane.org.

Advertise your Business & Love for Animals with AHS!

Save More Than Money

SHOP THE

AHS Marketplace

Find everything you need for you and your pet.
- Toys
- Jewelry
- Cat Lover Gifts
- Dog Lover Gifts
- For Your Home
- Sports Fan Gear

Visit http://atlhumane.petfulfillment.com

Leave a legacy

To ensure that your love for animals continues beyond your lifetime, please remember the Atlanta Humane Society in your estate plans.

For information, call Cathy Sleva, vice president of development.
404.974.2877
All Pets Allowed
2010 Calendar
Submission Deadline is August 31, 2009
There’s still time for your pet to be a STAR!
This one-of-a-kind calendar highlights your beloved pets. Until August 31, 2009, pet owners are invited to submit a photograph of their favorite furry friend. When all entries are received, thirteen animals will be selected as “Pets of the Month” while one Cover Pet will be selected to grace the front of the calendar. Those animals not selected as Pet of the Month/Year will be featured in a collage inside the calendar. Calendars are sold for $12.50 each plus shipping through various venues, including our on-site shop. All proceeds from the sales go toward AHS animal welfare programs.

To enter your pet’s photo, complete the entry form and mail it, along with a $35 fee, which gets you one free copy of the calendar! Additional copies may be purchased for $12.50 plus S&H.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
- All photos must be in color, contain only animals, and be no larger than 4” X 6”.
- Horizontal (landscape) orientation and gloss finish are preferred.
- Unfortunately, we cannot accept Polaroid® photos cannot be accepted due to their low quality reproduction.
- Low resolution files will not be considered for Cover or Month placements.
- Digital photos should be shot in ‘best’ or ‘professional’ quality.
- Due to quality reasons, color prints made at home on inkjet or laser printers cannot be considered for the Cover or Month placements. However, these types of prints will be accepted for the smaller photos used throughout the calendar.
- Professional photographs are prohibited.
- The back of the photo should have a sticky note with your name, your phone number and name of the pet – please do NOT write on the back of the photo as it alters the quality of the front image.
- Because all photos are included in the calendar, they cannot be returned.
- Photo CDs are accepted.

For additional information, please call 404.974.2876.

2010 ENTRY FORM
I am entering _______ photos @ $35.00 each for the 2010 All Pets Allowed Pet Calendar. (Includes 1 free calendar per entry fee.)
I am ordering _______ additional copies of the calendar @ $12.50 EACH plus shipping
I am enclosing a check for $___________ made payable to the Atlanta Humane Society.

DIGITAL ENTRIES may be submitted through email. Please include a phone number so we can contact you for payment options. Email entries to calendar@atlantahumane.org. Photos submitted without payment will not be included in the calendar.

OR Please charge $____ to my
☐ VISA ☐ MC ☐ AMEX

ACCOUNT #
EXP. DATE:
SIGNATURE:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE/ZIP:

PHONE: (__) / (___)
EMAIL:

I hereby release these photos to the Atlanta Humane Society for use in the All Pets Allowed Calendar and in any additional print or electronic publication as they choose. I also certify that these photos are not professionally rendered or copyrighted material.

SIGNATURE:
DATE:

Please mail this completed form along with your photo entry and payment to:
All Pets Allowed - 981 Howell Mill Road NW
Atlanta, Georgia 30318

www.atlantahumane.org
Calendar of Events

July 23
**H.E.A.R.T. VEHICLE OPEN HOUSE**
AHS Parking Lot from 6pm - 8pm

August 8
**MENDAHEART GRIEF COUNSELING**
AHS Administrative Area at 11am

August 11
**HOTEL INDIGO - CANINE COCKTAIL HOUR**
5pm - 8pm

August 15
**NATIONAL HOMELESS ANIMALS DAY**
Help a pet in need.

August 17
**AGATHA’S MURDER MYSTERY DINNER THEATRE**
161 Peachtree Center Avenue, Atlanta

August 31
**ALL PETS ALLOWED CALENDAR PHOTO ENTRY DEADLINE**

September 12
**MENDAHEART GRIEF COUNSELING**
AHS Administrative Area at 11am

October 10
**MENDAHEART GRIEF COUNSELING**
AHS Administrative Area at 11am

October 16-17
**BUCKHEAD MUSIC FESTIVAL**
East Andrews Upstairs
56 East Andrews Dr., Suite #10, Atlanta

October 31 - November 1
**ATLANTA GAY PRIDE**
Piedmont Park

November 1 - 7
**NATIONAL ANIMAL SHELTER APPRECIATION WEEK**

November 30
**OWENLAWRENCE HOLIDAY SHOPPING PARTY**
1200 A Howell Mill Rd., Atlanta

December 31
**CHICK-FIL-A PEACH BOWL PARADE**

atlanta humane society
and Society For Prevention Of Cruelty To Animals, Inc.  SPCA of Georgia, Inc.

981 HOWELL MILL ROAD NW  •  ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30318

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED